LMNOP
Purposeful Programs
Common Words

Props Needed
• Bar of soap or hand sanitizer, two hand towels or wash cloths and two
rattles/maracas/shakers, two noodles, or paper towel holders and steering wheel/paper
plate.
Hello Song
• It’s our time to say hello to everyone and Hello and How are You?
Oral Motor
• Sit up tall, Lips-mmm,Kiss, Cheeks-oooh, Sh
Baby Shark Wash Our Hands
Sign of the day
• Apple, Tree, Ball, Lemon, Juice, Hat, Star, Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Orange, Black
Red, Red the Apple is Red
Open Shut Them
Cloths at the Circle
• Props-Cloths or hand towels, Peek-a-boo, up and down, side to side, shake-shake-shake,
round and round, squish, squish, squish
Driving in my Car
Llama Song
Clap, Clap Everyone Clap
• Rub, Stamp, Shake, Stamp, Rock, Sleep and Sh
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
Shake Your Shakers
• Props needed: Two rattles or two bells
Walk old Joe
Bye-Bye Song
• It’s our time to say good-bye
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Open Shut Them
Open shut them, open shut them
Give a little clap clap clap
Open shut them, open shut them
Put them in your lap lap lap

Fast and slow, fast and slow
Fast fast fast fast slow slow slow
Fast and slow, fast and slow
Fast fast fast fast slow slow slow

Big and small, big and small
Big big big small small small
Big and small, big and small
Big big big small small small

Loud and quiet, loud and quiet
Loud loud loud loud “Sh” quiet
Loud and quiet, loud and quiet
Loud loud loud loud “Sh” quiet

Please no thank you, please no thank you
Please please please please no thank you
Please no thank you, please no thank you
Please please please please no thank you

Peek a boo, peek a boo
Peek a Peek a Peek a boo
Peek a boo, peek a boo
Peek a Peek a Peek a boo

The Apple is Red (Sung to Tune of Skip to My Lou)
Busy Beaver Youtube
Red, red, the apple is red
Red, red, the apple is red
Red, red, the apple is red
The apple is red, red, red

Yellow, yellow, the lemon is yellow
Yellow, yellow, the lemon is yellow
Yellow, yellow, the lemon is yellow
The lemon is yellow, yellow, yellow

Green, green, the tree is green
Green, green, the tree is green
Green, green, the tree is green
The tree is green, green, green

Orange, orange, the juice is orange
Orange, orange, the juice is orange
Orange, orange, the juice is orange
The juice is orange, orange, orange

Blue, blue, the ball is blue
Blue, blue, the ball is blue
Blue, blue, the ball is blue
The ball is blue, blue, blue

Black, black, the hat is black
Black, black, the hat is black
Black, black, the hat is black
The hat is black, black, black
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Driving in My Car
Driving in my car. Vroom vroom vroom.
Driving in my car. Vroom vroom vroom.
Driving very fast. Vroom vroom vroom.
Driving very slow. Vroom vroom vroom.
I like driving. Driving in my car.
Riding on my bike. Pedal pedal pedal.
Riding on my bike. Pedal pedal pedal.
Riding very fast Pedal pedal pedal.
Riding very slow Pedal pedal pedal.
I like riding, Riding on my bike
Rowing in my boat, Splash splash splash,
Rowing in my boat, Splash splash splash,
Rowing very fast Splash splash splash,

Rowing very slow. Splash splash splash.
I like rowing. Rowing in my boat.
Riding on my train. Choo, choo, choo.
Riding on my train. Choo, choo, choo.
Riding very fast. Choo, choo, choo.
Riding very slow. Choo, choo, choo.
I like riding. Riding on my train.
Flying in my airplane. Whoosh whoosh.
Flying in my airplane. Whoosh whoosh.
Flying very high. Whoosh whoosh.
Flying very low. Whoosh whoosh.
I like flying.
Flying in my airplane.
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